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HOW TO READ YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE REPORT

This horoscope is your personal cosmic fingerprint. No other person will have exactly the same combination of

influences, unless they were born in the same second and exactly the same place as you were. With 10 planets,

12 signs of the zodiac and 12 houses there are approximately 1500 simple combinations in the horoscope, and

when you add to that the different degrees and combinations between planets there are tens of thousands of

influences which have to be weighed and juggled in any astrological interpretation. No computer programme can

do this satisfactorily, but we do our best.

THE DIFFERENT SECTIONS

Reports from AstroWOW are designed to simplify the interpretation process for you. It indicates for example the

relative strengths of different planetary influences so you can see what is most important. Furthermore this written

report is divided up into sections on Identity, Emotions, Mentality, Love and Sexuality to eliminate apparent

contradictions which arise in the character description. But the reader must bear in mind that contradictions will

arise. People are complex and contain many contradictory traits. Diametrically opposed character descriptions will

either reflect inner dilemmas or outer conflicts reflected in the behaviour of others.

PROFESSIONAL and PERSONAL PROFILE

The AstroWOW birth report can cover your personal character, your professional life or a combination of both,

depending on your choice of report. The professional section addresses the questions: "What talents do I have?"

and "How can I use this ability?" The personal section is concerned with relationships and hidden psychological

causes, and addresses the question: "How can I improve myself in this area?"

PAST, PRESENT & FUTURE

Our reports can also integrate trends of the next year or two into the birth analysis, going beyond a static

description of personal character and introducing a dynamic sense of what is happening for you here and now.

The dynamic trends show the unfoldment of the horoscope through time. By analysing the current trends, it is

therefore possible for you to gain insight into events just past, events happening at the present moment and

trends into the future.

THE AUTHOR

This report is designed and written by Adrian Ross Duncan, former editor of the Astrological Association Journal,

who has worked as a full time astrologer since 1985. Adrian is author of "Doing Time on Planet Earth" (Element

Books 1990) and "Astrology: Transformation and Empowerment" (Red Wheel/Weiser 2002). His astrology

software Horoscope Interpreter, Astrology for Lovers, and The Astrological Calendar are available from

www.worldofwisdom.co.uk

It is our hope that the written report will give those who do not have the time to bury themselves in the study of

astrology the opportunity of gaining insight into both their professional and personal life. If you wish to learn a little

more about this report, you are encouraged to read the Introduction to Astrology at the end of the report, which

describes the general influence of the 12 signs, the planets and the 12 houses
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Life Path

Ascendant In Virgo

PROFESSIONAL - LIFE-PATH: Efficiency

Your professional life means a lot to you, and you work hard

and conscientiously to become well-integrated in your

whatever field of interest you choose. You are more

concerned with efficiency and service than with getting

personal recognition, and this makes you an asset in any

working team. You labour industriously behind the scenes to

make things function, and still find time to look after the

needs of your colleagues. You have special abilities as

regards service functions, organisation and analysis, and

health matters, and are especially concerned about

cleanliness and purity. You do however have a tendency to

underestimate yourself, never being quite satisfied with your

efforts - or for that matter the efforts of others. As you are

strongly motivated to create order, you tend to focus on

disorderliness in others. Learning to relax and be content

with your efforts takes the pressure off you.

PERSONAL - LIFE-PATH: Efficiency

One of your better qualities is your self-deprecating nature.

You are often willing to put others first and are generally

quite content to take on a low-profile role, in which you

concentrate on getting everyday life to function smoothly for

all concerned. You are both critical and self-critical, and may

often feel that life is hard work - a never-ending stream of

tasks waiting to be done. In contrast your partners seem to

let things just flow along in a disorganised, even lazy

manner. This is of course a natural consequence of your

own over-diligent manner, in which you tend to take on the

duties of others. You can learn a lot from partners by being

content with, and accepting, things as they are. It can be a

great satisfaction for you to develop greater health

consciousness during the course of your life, as you have

natural abilities as regards nutrition and the influence of

thoughts and emotions on physical health.

Ascendant Trine Moon

This aspect is extremely powerful in your horoscope; it will

dominate many areas of your life. Because there is a good

aspect between these two planets, you can expect the

positive consequences to be strong and very creative, and

the negative consequences minimal.

PROFESSIONAL - LIFE PATH: Unconscious attunement

You have an emotionally compelling nature which

profoundly affects the feelings of the people you associate

with. You are very concerned with the emotional bonds

which hold people together, as well as issues of security.

You can therefore work for example with the needs of the

public in some way especially as related to homes, family or

motherhood. You infuse all your work with an emotional

investment. A hard professional environment is bad for you.

PERSONAL - LIFE PATH: Unconscious attunement

You are a moody person and will often find yourself affected

by fluctuating emotional states - especially through worrying

about family matters or security issues. You have a deep

appreciation of the power of the unconscious and instinctual

behaviour. In your dealings with people unspoken feelings

have far greater priority than rational concerns or argument.

You are finely tuned to changes in atmosphere, and adjust

accordingly.

Ascendant Conjunction Venus

It may be difficult for you to discern the influence of this

combination of planetary energies as it is not a strong

configuration in your chart. This conjunction shows a fusion

of energies in you. Both the positive and negative sides of

this aspect will be an integral part of your character.

PROFESSIONAL - LIFE PATH: Aesthetic comportment

You have the ability to create a pleasing impression, and

generally you comport yourself diplomatically and with all

the social graces. As the ability to win the affections and

confidence of others is one of your greatest talents, you

would do well dealing with people in one form or another in

your professional life. Aesthetic issues are also of great

importance to you, and this may be reflected in your work.

PERSONAL - LIFE PATH: Aesthetic comportment

You exude an aura of grace and good taste, and this can

win you many friends and admirers. Your dress, and taste in

personal adornment, creates a very harmonious and

pleasing atmosphere. You are easily seduced by beauty,

and often led astray by affairs of the heart. Stable

relationships can be threatened by your need for romance.

Love is the spice if life. You have a weakness for sensory

stimulation and luxury.

Ascendant Sextile Mars

It may be difficult for you to discern the influence of this

combination of planetary energies, as it has only a mild

effect in your chart. Because there is a good aspect

between these two planets, you can expect the positive

consequences to be strong and very creative, and the

negative consequences minimal.
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PROFESSIONAL - LIFE PATH: Undiluted force

You display a rugged personality, and invest energy and

enthusiasm in everything you do. An aggressive or overly

defensive attitude brings out a competitive attitude in others.

This will lead to a number of professional conflicts. You are

ever-willing to take up the battle. Nevertheless you are

effective in action as long as you are given the freedom to

decide things for yourself. You are a good general, but a

bad diplomat.

PERSONAL - LIFE PATH: Undiluted force

You create a forceful impression, and people have a

tendency to be somewhat nervous when they are around

you. Those who know you well will appreciate your

forthrightness, but the meek and sensitive will avoid your

company - not that you care. You are headstrong, reckless

and therefore rather prone to accidents. You are basically

frank and honest, so people know where they stand with

you.

Ascendant Sextile Saturn

You will often feel the influence of this aspect, though

stronger influences may predominate in other areas of your

chart. Because there is a good aspect between these two

planets, you can expect the positive consequences to be

strong and very creative, and the negative consequences

minimal.

PROFESSIONAL - LIFE PATH: The hard school

You take your professional life very seriously, rising to the

many challenges that arise during the course of your career.

As you convey an air of efficiency and self-discipline, you

will gravitate towards positions of authority. Lack of

self-confidence, and a certain shyness in relation to others

can hinder your progress, but the older you get the better

you are able to overcome your fears.

PERSONAL - LIFE PATH: The hard school

You can be rather an inhibited person - at least in the early

stages of your life. Experience has made you wary in your

dealings with others, and rather taciturn in style. You may

feel uncomfortable about your personal appearance, and

you have low expectations as regards your potential in life.

Nevertheless you can inspire trust in others because of your

considered, serious nature. The older you get, the more you

lighten up.

Mercury In Scorpio

PROFESSIONAL - MERCURY: Analysis

Your perspicacious nature and investigative talents can be

an advantage in many professional areas. You are a person

who can be entrusted with a secret - your lips are sealed.

You are also a person who can discover secrets, therefore

there is a talent for research and investigation. Your need to

pierce to the roots of an issue gives a predisposition for

psychological or occult interests. There may also be a talent

for working with computers. Your talent for seeing

weaknesses in others can help you be of mental support to

them if you share your insights. It is important for you to be

more open in your dealings with others - otherwise people

get the impression you are plotting something. People need

to be reassured that your motives are pure.

PERSONAL - MENTALITY: Analysis

You are a deep-thinking and silent type. Superficiality is

anathema to you; when you say something, it normally

strikes deep and is delivered with considerable intensity.

Experiences early in life may have made you somewhat

suspicious, inclining you to look for secret motives in others.

This can be unnerving for those close to you. You often feel

that communication can be achieved through eye-contact

alone, and that the great truths are unspoken. Remember

that people also use words to make contact, and that

everything doesn't have to be deeply meaningful. Scientific

studies show that 55% of all communication is through body

language - a fact that you have been instinctively aware of

most of your life, having observed the way people react

under your gaze.

Mercury In 2nd House

PROFESSIONAL - MENTALITY: Develop mental resources

Your ability to communicate and inform, and perhaps a

certain talent for wheeling and dealing, are great economic

assets to you. You have an appreciation of the value of

material things, desire to learn how money makes the world

go round, and are quick to make contacts and reap financial

benefits from them. You would thrive in a job in which your

knowledge and handling of information, and your ability to

build up a network of contacts are utilised. You may have a

particular talent for the banking world as you are quick to

assimilate news and information which is relevant for the

constant changes in this area. You earn money through

your intelligence, through teaching or through travel.

PERSONAL - MENTALITY: Develop mental resources

You have strong convictions, which are often based on the

solid truths of the market. You are rarely motivated to show

interest in insights which cannot be converted to practical

advantage. However major economic changes in your life

can lead to reinvestment of your values in the resources of
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the mind, psychological interests etc. Financial

complications can arise in connection with brothers, sisters

and neighbours, and early experiences in these areas will

already have proved formative as regards your values in life

today. You tend to worry a lot about the material aspects of

life, and are constantly coming up with new ideas about how

to manage your economy.

Identity

Sun In Libra

PROFESSIONAL - IDENTITY: Create balance

It is in the complex inter-reaction with others that you learn

to develop a sense of self. You can be an expert in social

relationships, and skilled in initiating social contact. You are

powerfully motivated by a natural sense of aesthetics,

justice and harmony, and in your dealings with other people

you are skilled at the art of diplomacy. You dislike taking

sides and have the ability to see things from several

different points of view. To others you may appear to be

indecisive; but actually you need time to consider all the

issues. Your natural talent to put yourself in other people's

shoes can mean that you play down your own needs. By

cultivating an inner firmness which gives you the courage to

take on a confrontation when necessary, you will be able to

make the most of your ability to relate harmoniously to

others.

PERSONAL - IDENTITY: Create balance

The major formative experiences in your life are connected

with relationships. In these key periods changes connected

with your intimate bonds to another will lead to a revaluation

of who you are and what your role is in life. You learn at

these times that being true to yourself means not always

compromising your needs for the sake of a relationship.

Indeed this kind of compromise often involves an element of

manipulation - if only through your natural charm.

Nevertheless, you feel a sense of self most strongly when in

a harmonious relationship and it is here that your talents lie.

Your appreciation of beauty and your good taste brings an

atmosphere of peace. You show a natural concern for

others, but you demand that this concern goes both ways -

you cannot accept a relationship, if the romance has gone

out of it, and you are skilled at recreating conditions for love.

Sun In 2nd House

PROFESSIONAL - IDENTITY: Creating personal values

Much of your energy and attention is focused on building up

a solid sense of self-esteem. Inasmuch as you interpret your

experiences as reflecting your personal esteem, you will

strive hard to build a solid economic framework for your life.

Other things being equal, security will be very important to

you - both as far as your finances and your family life is

concerned. You tend to gravitate towards, and stick to, a

stable job, in which your expertise and personal character

are your greatest assets. You have a talent for dealing with

finances and quality items. In business matters you are a

person of honour, and you are willing to put your reputation

at stake for the sake of those for whom you work.

PERSONAL - IDENTITY: Creating personal values

Material values and status are seen by you as a testimonial

to your self-worth. Therefore you build up strong

attachments to things and have a keen sense of values.

Some people may see you as materialistic, but for you

material acquisitions can be a strong foundation for

continued growth, and success in this area means you are

often in a position to be quite generous. You need to feel

that you are respected in all areas of your life; therefore you

embrace conventional values and stick to them. It takes a lot

to get you to shift your view or perspective. However periods

which bring economic changes can lead to a profound

revaluation of your values.

Sun Square Saturn

It may be difficult for you to discern the influence of this

combination of planetary energies as it is not a strong

configuration in your chart. There will be great difficulty in

integrating these two planetary influences, and the promised

harmonious results will only arise after you have expended

time and effort.

PROFESSIONAL - IDENTITY: Winning self-esteem

You are a hard-working and ambitious person with a strong

drive to prove yourself in society. There may however be

difficulties with authorities, despite your desire to live up to

the expectations of society. The first 30 years of your life will

bring a great deal of obstacles to success, but you will learn

important lessons and ultimately develop a self-sufficiency

and discipline which lays the foundation for success later in

life. It is important for you to overcome negativity or

pessimism concerning the future. Not all success is won by

hard work alone. You are often more motivated by the fear

of failure than the promise of reward, and this can hold you

back from realising your full potential. If all goes well you will

acquire more and more responsibility during the course of

your life - and you deserve it. You are conscientious and

take your responsibilities seriously. You are the kind of

person other people can rely on. You would rather be the
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power behind the throne, than have a high profile yourself.

Remember to take time to enjoy the fruits of your efforts,

instead of continuously driving yourself onwards.

PERSONAL - IDENTITY: Winning self-esteem

You are a rather formal person who takes life seriously.

Childhood experiences - especially the relationship with

your father - has undermined your self-confidence and

made you reluctant to stick your neck out. You are more

likely to bury your "talent" than gamble with it. You have a

strong need for approval, but as a child love and approval

was always conditional on your performance. You have

been more appreciated for what you did, than for who you

are. Later in life you tend to judge yourself harshly, and you

have a bad conscience about enjoying life and relaxing. You

tend to be too dismissive when offered love and affection,

and rather severe when giving it. There may be authoritarian

tendencies and a lack of flexibility as regards rules.

Nevertheless, you are a person who can be trusted. You

have high principles, and as you do not indulge expectations

of the easy life, you work hard to build up a secure structure

in life for those you hold dear.

Jupiter transiting Square Sun

21-04-2020 -> 30-12-2020

Major irritation factors arise as a result of this influence, yet

if you use this period to initiate dynamic change you will be

able to make dramatic progress in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - IDENTITY: Creating your future

During this phase of rising self-confidence you can expect

your plans for expansion to take off. You should be thinking

positively about the future now, visualising how you would

like things to be as vividly as possible. Your power to get

what you want is at its highest, so start expounding your

visions of a bright future. Remember: you get what you

focus on, so focus on what you want.

	It is favourable to expand into foreign countries; higher

education, public relations and insight-enhancing projects

will also bring success. Whatever you do, it is essential that

it has depth and meaning for you. Don't waste important

time on trivial matters - success is about the quality of life

and making an impact with the essence of your own identity.

If necessary take time off from work to build up a new vision

for your future. If you have any legal problems, you will be

confronted with them now so ensure that you are morally

unassailable. And don't over-estimate yourself and your

capacities. Make sure your plans are within the boundaries

of reality.

PERSONAL - IDENTITY: Creating your future

During this phase of your life you will be given the

opportunity to find a new sense of meaning in your

existence. Bubbling up from within, you have the chance to

release a new energy and enthusiasm based on a sense of

your personal relevance to this planet. Travel abroad and

contact with people you respect for their intellectual and

spiritual capacities will now expand your world-view.

Knowledge and understanding will enable you to build up a

broader moral base with greater insight and tolerance.

	This is a very favourable time for religious growth if you are

so inclined, or philosophical and intellectual insight. In many

ways the world opens to you and reveals its gifts and

blessings for you to enjoy. Take care as you sample the

pleasures of this cornucopia and don't overestimate yourself

- personal hubris will be punished and you may find yourself

coming down to Earth with a bump.

Saturn transiting Square Sun

13-02-2020 -> 07-01-2021

Major irritation factors arise as a result of this influence, yet

if you use this period to initiate dynamic change you will be

able to make dramatic progress in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - IDENTITY: Long-term strategy

You can use this period to rise to the many professional

challenges in your life and create the foundations for lasting

growth. This is no easy time; many difficulties arise and you

will have to work harder and shoulder more responsibilities.

Authority figures make demands on you, seemingly without

giving you any recognition. If you try to avoid commitment

now, you are likely to be dogged by worries and problems.

Your self-confidence may be low, and you may feel that you

cannot live up to the expectations of others. Time will show

that you can overcome difficulties and achieve goals.

	Planning and strategy is of the essence, and it pays to plan

months ahead and to tighten up schedules, working to

realistic deadlines in a committed manner. By completing

your work in stages and dividing large projects into smaller

sections, you will find that you can handle enormous

responsibility. You will not get something for nothing now,

but hard work will be rewarded in the long term, so roll your

sleeves up and get down to it.

PERSONAL - IDENTITY: Long-term strategy

At the beginning of this phase you will probably not be

feeling so good about yourself. You may feel that you do not

get enough - or don't deserve - recognition. There is a

strong inner feeling that you must pull yourself together and
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do something worthwhile, and the sooner you do this, the

better you will feel. There is a general feeling of being

weighed down by burdens, and there may be a lot of

pressure to live up to the expectations of others.

	It is time to take responsibility for your own life and to define

new goals, whilst you can send a strong signal to other

people - parents in particular - that you can look after

yourself. By rising to the challenges of the time, you can

develop a strong inner feeling of self-satisfaction, based on

the results that come from hard work and effort. You will be

facing central issues concerned with identity and

self-sufficiency, and will emerge from this period as a

stronger and more self-reliant person.

Emotions

Moon In Taurus

PROFESSIONAL - EMOTIONS: Maintain solid foundations

Your job-security and personal economy have highest

priority in your life. You do not like situations which threaten

your economical well-being, and you are not comfortable

taking risks in your career. On a professional level, you have

a talent for getting finances on a solid footing, especially

when dealing with property. You have a strong sense of

appreciation for the good things in life, and this can manifest

as an ability to enjoy material things. This in turn creates a

warm and supportive environment in which other people

thrive. You maintain a calm attitude in stressful situations,

and can work long and hard to achieve your desires.

PERSONAL - EMOTIONS: Maintain solid foundations

Generally speaking, you are a very giving person on an

emotional level. You like to express your feelings through

touching. You have a deep need for security, comfort and

stability in your life, and this can manifest as a reluctance to

adjust to the changes which go on around you. There is no

doubt that you form powerful attachments to the things

which represent security for you - not least your partnership

- but in the process of maturing you will learn the importance

of letting go of those attachments to material things, as they

tend to keep you in a rut. Some of the deepest memories of

hurt in your life are connected with times when you lost

security, and this is why you cling to the status quo.

Moon In 9th House

PROFESSIONAL - EMOTIONS: Philosophical foundations

For you to feel secure in your professional life you need to

feel that you have the necessary training and education.

You are hungry for understanding and insight, and will

probably read or study a great deal to attain wisdom. You

will also be able to draw on a large body of knowledge in

your professional life. You are strongly motivated by an

interest in culture, and your work may bring travel or

residence abroad. Your chief talent is your instinctive

understanding of how to get a message or idea across to

the public, and as such you may have a future in marketing,

advertising or the media. You are both very receptive to the

opinions and ideas of others, and very good at broadcasting

your own.

PERSONAL - EMOTIONS: Philosophical foundations

You have a strong need to have a belief to hold on to. You

will have been powerfully affected by the convictions and

values that your mother held, and though she may have

been intellectually dominating, her opinions will continue to

have a strong moral effect on you. You are very attached to

your beliefs, but rather irrational in your defence of them.

Your convictions about life will undergo periodic change.

Being a very intuitive and mentally receptive person, you

can become a channel for ideas from higher sources. You

are attracted to a God with whom you can find safety and

refuge. You will almost certainly have interests in

philosophical and spiritual areas, and you will benefit greatly

from going on courses to increase your self-knowledge.

During the course of your life you are likely to travel a lot,

and there is a good chance that you will live abroad for a

period of time.

Moon Sextile Mars

This aspect is of medium strength and its influence will often

be felt, though not acutely. Because there is a good aspect

between these two planets, you can expect the positive

consequences to be strong and very creative, and the

negative consequences minimal.

PROFESSIONAL - EMOTIONS: Temperament

You have a dynamic and forceful personality, and generally

get your way in your professional dealings. Your greatest

enemy is your temperament - you get angry easily, and

when you get angry, you take ill-considered actions. So if

your job involves dealing with the public, there will tend to

be a lot of conflict. You may however function well if your job

entails the need to confront people and get things done, but

not if it involves diplomacy or sympathy. You are impatient,

but on the other hand you tend to invest your heart and soul

into your work and get things done quickly and efficiently.

However, you create an atmosphere of tension around you,

and are extremely sensitive to criticism. You often imagine

attacks which do not actually take place, instinctively going
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on the offensive, or defensive, to deal with supposed

threats. Obviously this kind of reaction evokes the very kind

of attack you are seeking to avoid. Only by taking a long,

cool look at your assertive nature and by developing greater

sensitivity and calm as regards others, can you hope to win

goodwill in your professional life.

PERSONAL - EMOTIONS: Temperament

You were brought up in an atmosphere of tension which has

made you constantly on guard. Perhaps your mother was an

unusually aggressive woman, or perhaps there were many

struggles in your family life. Whatever the reason you tend

to get easily upset now - especially in your domestic life.

Women with this aspect are often attracted to emotional

men who express their feelings passionately and intensely.

However this may be because of unconscious provocation

from the woman, who - never having experienced peace

and calm in her early life - recreates the atmosphere of

tension through criticism or angry moods.

	Men with this aspect tend to have a short fuse, and often go

about in an irritated state of mind. By identifying early

childhood patterns of tension it may be possible to combat

these negative emotional anger-states, which can be the

source of a great deal of internal pain. Expression of anger

rarely solves anything. It does not pay to let anger out, as

you may fondly imagine. It pays to be conscious of the

reasons for anger, before it arises.

	As you mature and you gain insight into your emotional

nature, you can learn to create an atmosphere of excitement

around you. You will be inspiring to be with, and moreover,

you learn to combat insecurity by giving freedom of

movement and encouraging independence in those you are

attached to.

Moon Sextile Saturn

You will often feel the influence of this aspect, though

stronger influences may predominate in other areas of your

chart. Because there is a good aspect between these two

planets, you can expect the positive consequences to be

strong and very creative, and the negative consequences

minimal.

PROFESSIONAL - EMOTIONS: Self-sufficiency

You are a very responsible and dutiful person who is very

motivated to live up to your commitments to society. You

can work well in a role which requires hard work and a lot of

responsibility, especially if this entails formal relations with

the public in some way. You can function effectively as a

buffer between the public and the authorities. You may have

a special talent for working with old people, or with people

who have emotional problems or very difficult life

circumstances. You have a measured response to the

people you meet and can evoke considerable respect from

others, just as long as you do not allow yourself to be

crippled by shyness. You can perform monotonous tasks

patiently, and are good at systematising things and creating

order. Professionally you are strongly motivated by job

security and continuity at work. You are not very flexible,

and tend to stick to long-term habits and work-patterns. On

the other hand you are reliable and conscientious.

PERSONAL - EMOTIONS: Self-sufficiency

You are extremely sensitive emotionally, but present a very

solid facade to the outer world, giving the impression that

you are quite cool, even invulnerable. Behind your formal

manners is a person who was never fully allowed to enjoy a

carefree childhood. At an early age you took responsibility in

the family, repressing your own spontaneity and lowering

your expectations because of emotional hurt. In later

relationships you have difficulty letting down your protective

barriers, even though you have a deep desire for intimacy. If

you do get hurt emotionally you rarely let on, and you close

the shutters on your feelings so that your loved one has no

chance to make amends. After the age of 30 you learn more

successful strategies for intimacy. First of all it is essential

for you to be emotionally self-sufficient - if you sell yourself

for security, you will end up in a prison. From a position of

inner strength you can then allow yourself to be more

trusting and vulnerable - you have nothing to lose and

everything to gain by opening up emotionally without making

any demands.

Jupiter transiting Square Moon

01-04-2021 -> 24-12-2021

Major irritation factors arise as a result of this influence, yet

if you use this period to initiate dynamic change you will be

able to make dramatic progress in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - EMOTIONS: Expanding your base

This influence depends very much on how large a role

safety and security play in your professional life. If safety is

paramount, you will be wanting to expand the foundations of

whatever represents security for you now. As this may well

be property, you could wish to move into a larger home or

business, and indeed it certainly pays to invest in land and

buildings now. Providing that you can trust your instincts in

these matters, then property acquisition or expansion is

favoured.

	For some people freedom and expansion of horizons will be
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more important than security. The urge to investigate foreign

countries - their people and culture - can play an important

role in your career now. Trust in your hunches - your

intuitive powers are at their highest in this period, and you

have the enthusiasm to take on any challenge. You may

however find that your interests lie outside the professional

sphere. This is a higher-charged period for you emotionally,

so you will probably also want to expend your energies on

domestic or family matters.

PERSONAL - EMOTIONS: Expanding your base

This is a period when your feelings and emotions exert a

tremendous power in your life. Hopes and dreams about the

future will be a driving force inspiring you to take action.

Generally speaking you should have a degree of luck and

good fortune in attaining your greatest dreams at this time.

This is probably a natural consequence of the enthusiasm

you invest in all matters. You can expect an expansion of

your horizons and a deepening of your capacity to show

feeling. You learn something of the mystery of life, and it

gives a new meaning to your existence.

	You can be strongly inspired by a future vision connected

with domestic happiness, a home or children. There is,

however, a tendency to go overboard. If you are hoping for

the fulfilment of emotional dreams, so many opportunities

can arise that you simply cannot make a choice.

Furthermore your emotional suggestibility is at its highest -

you believe what you want to believe. Whatever the

concrete results - if any - of this period, you will come into

deep contact with your emotional power and gain rewarding

new insights.

Mentality

Mercury In Scorpio

Please read page 2 : Mercury In Scorpio

Mercury In 2nd House

Please read page 2 : Mercury In 2nd House

Mercury Square Pluto

This aspect is extremely powerful in your horoscope; every

action you take will be coloured by this energy. There will be

great difficulty in integrating these two planetary influences,

and the promised harmonious results will only arise after

you have expended time and effort.

PROFESSIONAL - MENTALITY: From secrecy to openness

You have an investigative mind and considerable talent for

finding out about hidden issues and analysing things in

depth. You are also good at keeping secrets. As such you

are a natural detective and are able to find the root cause of

problems. This is a useful talent in psychological matters,

when working with computers or anything requiring fanatical

attention to detail. There is an ability to tap hidden sources

of information. In your professional life, however, you are

inclined to be suspicious, fearing that important information

is being kept from you. People can feel that you interrogate

them, and they tend to clam up. Sometimes you express

yourself far too forcefully and do not allow people to come

with their views. Success comes when you overcome

communication problems connected with anxiety.

PERSONAL - MENTALITY: From secrecy to openness

You are a rather secretive person; you think hard and

deeply, and sometimes you are plagued by compulsive

ideas and fears. Much of this is a result of childhood anxiety

connected with lies, secrets or lack of communication.

Because you do not always let on what you are thinking,

you can easily be misunderstood. Put people's minds at rest

by clearing up these misunderstandings and strive to be as

open as circumstances permit. When your feelings are hurt

you can be silent for long periods. And when you are

insecure, you tend to be suspicious of your partner.

Harmony in relationships comes when you resist the

tendency to argue for hours at a time, or to use silence as a

weapon, and instead learn to be open and trusting.

Jupiter transiting Square Mercury

31-01-2021 -> 24-02-2021

Major irritation factors arise as a result of this influence, yet

if you use this period to initiate dynamic change you will be

able to make dramatic progress in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - MENTALITY: Expanding contact

The effect of this influence depends very much on how you

employ your mental talents in your profession. This is the

time you should invest in your mental abilities. Knowledge is

power, so it could pay for you to go on courses, meet people

and expand your sphere of influence. You can expect an

increase in the time you spend travelling now, so try to

streamline this area of your life. You should be doing more

to enlarge your network of contacts, so make sure you are

available through telephone, fax or computer. You will talk

more, travel more and write more.

	If you have any dreams as regards writing or getting some

message across to the public, now is the time to go for it, as

there is a strong disposition for success in these matters.
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This is generally a great time for wheeling and dealing,

doing business and capitalising on contacts at home and

abroad. Nevertheless you can talk too much and be too

intellectually pushy. Take time to listen to the opinions and

advice of others - you can make misjudgements if you don't.

PERSONAL - MENTALITY: Expanding contact

This is a period of expanding intellectual curiosity which can

be reflected in many areas of your life. You will probably

devour books and TV programmes at this time to satisfy

your urge to acquire knowledge. It will also be an important

process for you now to weave all the threads of information

that you gather into a whole piece of cloth, so that you can

see a meaningful pattern in all the details that surround you.

	This is a time to be on the move and to allow your mind to

be fertilised by contact with a wide variety of people with

different views on life. You should be bubbling with ideas, so

you have to get them down on paper or out to a broader

public. Although this is generally an optimistic period, there

is a risk of losing your sense of proportion, particularly if you

are inclined to worry or fantasy. Knowing the power of the

mind to create the future, you would be well-advised to

guide your thoughts into constructive channels.

Saturn transiting Square Mercury

13-03-2021 -> 02-02-2022

Major irritation factors arise as a result of this influence, yet

if you use this period to initiate dynamic change you will be

able to make dramatic progress in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - MENTALITY: Mental self-discipline

You are challenged now to get organised and to

administrate your time sensibly. There is a particularly

emphasis on improving and consolidating your talents.

Long-term plans for training courses or intellectual

improvement can be put into effect. Writing or

communication blockages must be overcome. You can

develop the necessary mental discipline now to attain your

goals. Expect communication problems, and expect plans or

travel arrangements to be delayed. There needs to be far

more attention to detail. Attend to the small print when

signing contracts.

	Learning to economise with your words and messages is

an essential lesson for this period. How can you express

yourself most effectively in the shortest possible time? If you

develop the self-discipline to organise your daily life so that

you can attend to mental challenges, you can expect very

satisfactory long-term results. There is a strong emphasis

on business matters at this time - but many minor irritations.

Take one problem at a time, be patient, and solve

challenges with long-term strategies.

PERSONAL - MENTALITY: Mental self-discipline

This is a period in which you have more than the average

amount of worries. There are many practical issues to be

solved, and there is no other alternative than to get down to

each issue and concentrate on one thing at a time. It is

important to organise your time more efficiently. Problems

particularly arise in the area of communication. This is the

time to address these issues and find practical solutions.

	If you feel unsure of your intellectual abilities or that you

lack the necessary training to do what you want, then you

should make a commitment to improve now. You need to

spend more time talking and listening to your partner - there

are issues which need to be solved. Problems can also

arise in connection with sibling relationships or neighbours,

and if you are patient and diligent you can find long-term

solutions. Discipline your daily life and realise creative

dreams.

Uranus transiting Opposition Mercury

26-06-2020 -> 05-03-2023

Very strong tensions will occur in your life in the following

area. Other people will impinge on your life and force you to

adjust.

PROFESSIONAL - MENTALITY: New communication

boundaries

This is a period of great mental inspiration and excitement.

To attain professional success now it is essential to think in

new channels, and not allow yourself to be limited by

conventional ideas or "the voice of experience". It is the new

and untraditional that brings success, so experiment, invent

and surprise people. If you are involved in a long and boring

period of education or training, then you are in trouble.

Mental restlessness at this time will incline you to abandon

traditional teaching and seek new ideas which will stimulate

your imagination. You will learn best in experiential groups

or by yourself.

	This is an excellent time for improving New Age interests -

particularly astrology. It is a time to travel and meet different

kinds of people, and a good period to learn or use another

language. You should modernise communication systems

now, improve computer capacity and generally hook into

networks which unite people. As far as contacts and

agreements are concerned, this period is rather

unpredictable. Being tied down or committed to time

schedules does not suit your needs at this time.
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PERSONAL - MENTALITY: New communication boundaries

During this inspiring period, you should grasp opportunities

to drop activities which bore you, and start learning new

things which keep you up to date with modern trends. Many

inventive ideas pop up into your mind now, and you have to

find people to share them with. You will be impatient with

people with entrenched ideas and opinions, and you may

feel the urge to provoke others into thinking in new ways.

This impatience can bring tension and misunderstanding in

relationships, in which case you should associate with

people with whom you can communicate and share your

visions.

	Time moves fast in this period, and you too may be on the

move, travelling and meeting people. Avail yourself of new

transport opportunities, buy yourself a car, or hop on a

plane. Develop language talents, and immerse yourself in

new technological developments, particularly as regards

communication. Enrol on consciousness-raising courses, or

get involved in grass-roots movements. There are very few

times in your life when you will be so mentally open to

radically new ideas,

Values

Venus In Libra

PROFESSIONAL - VALUES: Taste and diplomacy

You have a strong perception of balance around you and

are extremely good at evaluating projects. You also have a

remarkable talent for dealing with people, being able to

meet them on their own level. A job that requires diplomatic

talents might suit you - for example dealing with personnel.

You work best in interesting social environments in which

you can apply your excellent judgement. You have a

pronounced aesthetic sensitivity, which can be expressed

as a love of culture, art, music etc. You thrive in a position

where you can express your taste and enrich human

relationships, but you do not function well in positions which

require you to be harsh to others. Even though you can be

quite ambitious and dynamic, you do not like to jeopardise

friendly relationships.

PERSONAL - VALUES: Taste and diplomacy

Love relationships are extremely important for you, and you

will seldom be without a partner. You are excellent at

reading your partner's needs, and quite willing to

compromise on most issues, with the exception of clothes

and interior decoration! You abhor bad taste and an

unrefined manner, and are attracted to good-looking people,

with cultural sensitivity and refinement. The man with this

position will be attracted to graceful women, with good taste

and a very feminine manner. Women will emanate an air of

refinement and style, and desire a partner who treats her as

an equal while maintaining his masculinity. For both sexes

partnership is a holy principle and central to the enjoyment

of life. You cannot tolerate a partnership without the magic

of romance. It is important for you that your partner shares

your taste, and that you can talk together about matters of

personal judgement.

Venus In 1st House

PROFESSIONAL - VALUES: Create a harmonious

environment

You have a soft approach to life, and your very presence is

enough to spread an atmosphere of harmony around you.

You are well-versed socially. Professionally this gives you

the ability to work with people - especially in situations

where personal charm is of the essence - and there may

also be considerable aesthetic talent. Your appearance may

well be one of your best assets, though your diplomatic

talents and natural sense of justice can also bring

professional advantages. Whatever you choose to do, you

are guided by a strong sense of personal values and a need

for economic security. Having a natural instinct for

discerning worth, you have a talent for investment, buying

and selling. In questions of taste you have a refined

judgement.

PERSONAL - VALUES: Create a harmonious environment

Your personal appearance is important to you, and you will

strive to balance inner harmony with an outer pleasing

nature. Some people may feel that you are a little

manipulative with your ability to smooth ruffled feathers and

turn on the charm, but giving people pleasure is an

important drive you possess. In turn it is essential for you to

feel valued and liked by others. There will be many ups and

downs in your romantic life, as relationships are the litmus

paper through which you measure your progress. You are

keenly aware of what other people think of you, and your

vanity is easily bruised. It is hard for you to take it when

other people do not like you, and you often compensate by

being over-sweet. To be happy you really need to develop

the capacity to love yourself.

Venus Conjunction Jupiter

It may be difficult for you to discern the influence of this

combination of planetary energies, as it has only a mild

effect in your chart. This conjunction shows a fusion of

energies in you. Both the positive and negative sides of this
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aspect will be an integral part of your character.

PROFESSIONAL - VALUES: Fortune

You have excellent aesthetic judgement, and strong

personal values and convictions. You are suited to any

profession which can make use of your ability to evaluate

and compare - especially if this is connected to cultural or

artistic projects. You also have a great ability to impress

others with your charm and insight. You would be wasted in

a job which did not allow you the opportunity to meet and

influence people. You can deal with cultural issues or artistic

objects, you can travel in your career, you have diplomatic

talent, you have a great sense of style. Success often

comes easily for you, and you may thrive in the company of

women, and have their professional support. Normally you

are lucky, and a great deal of money can flow through your

hands. How fast it flows is another question altogether. Your

warm personality and optimistic view of the future are your

greatest assets.

PERSONAL - VALUES: Fortune

You are an extremely loving and romantic person, and this

brings both benefits and problems. Often you fall in love with

love, and have difficulty settling into stable relationships

because of your hunger for romance and emotional

stimulation. You are however a great lover, and your

attention makes your loved one blossom. There is a

tendency to be attracted to a person who comes from a

different culture or country - perhaps this is because of a

need to widen your emotional horizons. There is a tendency

to marry upwards in society. The most important value for

you in a relationship is intellectual or cultural stimulation.

You need to be able to respect your partner for his or her

intelligence. A woman with this aspect has a great need for

attention and appreciation, and particularly values the

mental stimulation the partner can give. A man with this

aspect has a great appetite for the opposite sex, and whilst

intelligence is important, there is often a taste for exotic or

good-looking women. Faithfulness may not be a strong

point, though sooner or later there will be a tendency to

tighten up moral values regarding love.

Venus Conjunction Neptune

You will often feel the influence of this aspect, though

stronger influences may predominate in other areas of your

chart. This conjunction shows a fusion of energies in you.

Both the positive and negative sides of this aspect will be an

integral part of your character.

PROFESSIONAL - VALUES: Acceptance

You have an extraordinarily refined aesthetic sense.

Disharmony evokes an almost physical unease in you, so

you are strongly motivated to recreate balance in your inner

and outer world. Professionally this can manifest in a career

where matters of taste are important, or diplomatic talents

necessary. You are especially suited to public relations

matters, but your genuine compassion for other people may

incline you to work helping others in some way. Although

you may be strongly inspired by items of physical beauty,

you will rarely be satisfied by material well-being alone. You

have musical and artistic talents.

PERSONAL - VALUES: Acceptance

You are willing to make sacrifices for love, and as an

incurable romantic you are skilled at creating circumstances

for personal disappointment, either through poor judgement

regarding potential partners, or unrealistic expectations. You

are looking for more than a worldly love - you need to feel

as if your soul is touched by your partner, you need to feel a

spiritual bond. To be happy in this area of your life you must

understand and accept so-called imperfections in others.

The perfect partner does not exist and you will never find

him or her. It is important to choose an equal - not someone

you idealise or want to save - and it is important that the

chosen one shares ideals and dreams which transcend

conventional relationship needs. Unhappiness and

dissatisfaction in love is actually the result of unconscious

impressions from your distant past, and these feelings

actually have a spiritual purpose now.

Venus Square N.Node

This aspect is extremely powerful in your horoscope; every

action you take will be coloured by this energy. There will be

great difficulty in integrating these two planetary influences,

and the promised harmonious results will only arise after

you have expended time and effort.

PROFESSIONAL - DESTINY: Truth in beauty

Your sense of values and taste, and even your personal

appearance, can awaken strong feelings of attraction in the

people who know you. Your aesthetic values may play an

important role in whatever associations or groups you

belong to, and you may even set the style of the times

through your personal judgement. Often seduced by the

beauties of the world, and the temptations of material things,

you have a special challenge in life as regards

understanding the power of love and attraction - and their

pitfalls.

PERSONAL - DESTINY: Truth in beauty
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Magnetic attractions to specific people in your life can be

extremely formative as regards your spiritual growth. The

world of the senses, and the pleasures and pains of love will

be a constant challenge and source of fascination for you.

You may react by indulging in every pleasure which is

offered to you, or you may reject the allure of sensory

paradise, preferring purity and frugality. Your choice, and

your values, may have a significance beyond the personal,

profoundly affecting the spirit of your time.

Jupiter transiting Opposition Venus

22-05-2022 -> 10-02-2023

Very strong tensions will occur in your life in the following

area. Other people will impinge on your life and force you to

adjust.

PROFESSIONAL - VALUES: Blessings

If you are the lucky type, you could not have a better period

than this one. This is a time when influential people -

particularly women - can guide you towards success, and

when your economic resources have every chance of

expansion. Success comes in particular in the cultural,

intellectual or artistic field, though there is also a reasonable

chance of business expansion also. Matters of fairness and

justice will cause concern at this time.

	It is more important to enjoy life than just work hard at this

time - if you can't appreciate life's pleasures now, when can

you? What are your true values and goals in your career?

This is the time to include them in your plans for the future.

However, if you indulge your pleasures too much, this can

be an expensive time. You are very vulnerable morally now,

and affairs of the heart can lead you into a costly blind alley.

Don't cut corners to gain easy profit, a questionable gain

now can lead to long-term loss. You are easily seduced.

PERSONAL - VALUES: Blessings

This is a romantic period par excellence, so you can expect

affairs of the heart to have priority now. If you are in a

relationship, your need to give and receive love will be very

strong, so ensure that you indulge your emotional and erotic

desires. This is a time when the power of romantic and

sexual attraction is extremely strong, whilst the moral

discipline is weak, so it is important to weigh the needs of

the heart with other emotional costs. Sometimes it is more

important to nourish and indulge the need for love than

anything else, sometimes not. Let your ideals about fairness

guide you.

	It is a great time to travel, and if you are seeking a partner,

there is one to be found in foreign climes, or in cultural or

intellectual institutions. You are not inclined to fall for

anyone for physical reasons alone at this time - you need a

partner who can stimulate you intellectually, and expand

your understanding of life and its pleasures. If you are

interested in creativity, this can be a wonderful period

because you gain insight and understanding of the aesthetic

forces of Nature, seeing the beauty inherent in all things,

and experiencing that beauty as a manifestation of truth in

some way.

Drives

Mars In Cancer

PROFESSIONAL - DRIVES: Working with instincts

You work hard to create security and are strongly motivated

to create a strong base. Thus home and family are basic

issues for you when considering a career. Strong

attachments are formed to the people in the working

environment, and if treated well you are very loyal indeed.

However you are sensitive and can take offence easily.

When your feelings are hurt you react very powerfully on an

emotional level, and can be very temperamental - or just

grumpy. You work best when in a job which demands a lot

emotionally - perhaps a job with a caring function. There is

considerable talent for dealing with the land, or with houses.

You can be very warm and supportive, but otherwise you

are a private person, very protective of yourself and those

closest to you. There may be certain psychic talents

apparent - in particular a well-developed intuition.

PERSONAL - DRIVES: Working with instincts

You have powerful feelings and convictions, and you can be

very dynamic when you are moved emotionally. This can be

both good or bad, as your temperament can dominate those

closest to you. A man with this position of Mars will be

extremely protective of the family and rather possessive. He

expects a traditional kind of relationship, yet he also may

well be prepared to do the cooking and look after the family.

There is a strong sexual drive which only truly functions well

when there is harmony in the relationship. Women with this

position will be attracted to the emotional kind of man who is

strongly motivated to take care of her and the children. Both

sexes tend to suffer from emotional outbursts which stem

from a deep emotional need for security.

Mars In 10th House

PROFESSIONAL - DRIVE: Professional initiative

Professional success is a continual battle for you, and you

throw considerable energy into making your mark on
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society. You are a fighter, and this can mean that you get

involved in professional squabbles - particularly with male

superiors. You work best when you are free to make your

own decisions. It is really too much to expect you to take

orders from others. On the other hand, if you are given

sufficient room to manoeuvre, you will be an asset to any

company because you fight hard and rarely give up. The

competitive spirit will normally bring the best out in you, and

it is essential for you to have constant challenges. You are a

typical "hands on" person - a fair but tough boss, and a

rather fractious employee. Physical work may appeal to you,

and there may be a professional connection with machines

or the building trade.

PERSONAL - DRIVE: Professional initiative

You are a strong character and have a tendency to be

rather dominating. Battles of will with your parents, or the

experience of troubles in the family have evoked a fighting

spirit in you. Although this brings progress professionally, it

may brings domestic disharmony, particularly because you

tend to invest a lot of energy in your work. As a man it is

important for you to give more time to your sexual life, and

yet to overcome a tendency to want to prove your manhood

or see sex as some kind of performance. Women with this

position are often attracted to go-getter men with a high

professional profile. Sexual problems can arise at work

either because of flirtation or because (if you are a woman)

you have not yet learned to make a stand against the

advances or demands of men.

Mars Conjunction Saturn

This aspect is extremely powerful in your horoscope, and

will be a major feature of your character. This conjunction

shows a fusion of energies in you. Both the positive and

negative sides of this aspect will be an integral part of your

character.

PROFESSIONAL - DRIVE: Discipline

You are the workaholic type, and can during the course of

your life develop an incredible self-discipline. You may have

special talent for working in the building industry, or with

mechanics and engineering, or in any field which requires

will-power and hard physical work. On occasions however,

you can be stricken with inertia, and find it very difficult to

get started. You have a fear of failure and can feel

particularly vulnerable in competitive situations with other

men. Difficulties can arise with male authorities, as you are

very sensitive to being dominated or ordered around. You

have the will-power and ability to work for yourself, being

particularly good at making long-term plans and strategies.

To succeed professionally it would be to your advantage to

work smarter rather than harder. You can end up using all

your time on monotonous work precisely because you are

so disciplined and persevering. It can pay for you to take a

risk, even though you have a strong fear of failure. Try to be

motivated by anticipation of future success rather than fear

of past difficulties.

PERSONAL - DRIVE: Discipline

As a child your spontaneity was probably hindered in some

way, and there may have been difficulties with a father or

brother connected with discipline and responsibility. Your

upbringing may have been rather authoritarian, even to the

point of physical violence. There may have been a strict

moral code in the family. In later relationships you expect a

lot of resistance, so you invest a lot of energy either in

self-control, or in trying to impose your authority. Women

with this aspect are often attracted to older men, who tend

to become buried in their work. Often the relationship

develops in such a way that the woman feels dominated -

but this can be due to hidden unconscious needs to recreate

the atmosphere of structure and discipline from childhood,

and a refusal to discipline her own life. Men place a high

priority on their professional life to the detriment of their

emotional or sexual relations. A fear of being controlled can

bring battles of will and severe confrontations. These

problems resolve themselves with time, as you learn to relax

and be kinder to yourself. Less work and more play and

greater flexibility as regards behavioural rules leads to more

rewarding relationships.

Jupiter transiting Opposition Mars

06-03-2020 -> 01-12-2020

Very strong tensions will occur in your life in the following

area. Other people will impinge on your life and force you to

adjust.

PROFESSIONAL - DRIVES: Burning enthusiasm

It is important for you to harness the energy and enthusiasm

which surges through your body at this time. The

competitive edge is sharpened, and you have the courage

and vision to enter the rough and tumble of the marketplace

and meet whatever challenge that confronts you. You can

overcome obstacles now and expand your sphere of action.

This is not a time when you can be too interested in

diplomatic niceties - you want to get things done, and in a

hurry. There is a burning desire to achieve.

	This is an excellent time for pioneering activities and

expansion abroad. It is also a good time for throwing
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yourself into hard physical work. There is an inclination to

get into confrontations now, and it is not helped by your

desire to impose your beliefs and convictions on others. You

may try to bully your way through. Although it is favourable

to act on your convictions regarding what is right and what is

wrong, it pays to gain insight first and cultivate greater

tolerance.

PERSONAL - DRIVES: Burning enthusiasm

This is the time to be intoxicated by a new decisiveness and

a willingness to invest your energy into getting what you

want. There is a refinement of the sense of purpose and the

meaning of taking action. This lust for life can manifest as

an expanding of your horizons through travel, taking on new

intellectual challenges, getting into your body through

exercise and training - and sexual exploits. There is a sharp

increase in erotic drives at this time, and men will become

increasingly aware of a need to prove themselves and their

masculinity. This can manifest as the desire to woo and win

the affections and body of a suitable quarry.

	Women too become increasingly aware of sexual needs

and the power of attraction to the opposite sex. There is a

willingness to take the initiative in these matters. However it

is actually the need to be stimulated intellectually that is

paramount for women as far as attractions are concerned at

this time. A relationship is also seen as a means to expand

personal horizons and learn more about men and life in

general. Indeed this period has most significance as regards

insight into the body - and this includes greater

consciousness concerning health, and the muscular system,

as well as personal sexuality.

Saturn transiting Opposition Mars

01-01-2020 -> 02-11-2020

Very strong tensions will occur in your life in the following

area. Other people will impinge on your life and force you to

adjust.

PROFESSIONAL - DRIVES: Developing willpower

This is a time to mobilise reserves of willpower and pursue

goals with indefatigable determination. You can expect a lot

of resistance now, especially from older men in positions of

authority. Effort, long-term strategy and hard work is the

remedy for problems that arise at this time. Courageous

action leads to the building of lasting edifices now.

	First of all it is necessary to overcome lack of

self-confidence. You may feel that there are men of greater

experience available to do the jobs you want, but by training

and perseverance, you can - in time - achieve the goals you

set yourself. If you don't succeed, try and try again. You will

become stronger and more efficient. Great satisfaction can

be achieved through the power of organisation and

self-discipline - if you rise to the challenge, you will achieve

success. This is an excellent time for hard physical work -

particularly as regards building and construction.

PERSONAL - DRIVES: Developing willpower

This period can be rather a trying time, and there are many

obstacles to be overcome. However with hard work and

determination, you should be able to have things the way

you want them - finally. Men will feel unsure of themselves

at this time, and there will especially be a question mark as

regards their sexual needs and performance. There may be

a reluctance to take the initiative in these matters for fear of

being rebuffed, yet it is at precisely this time that a man can

get into contact with his body, learn more about his needs

and develop the confidence and assertiveness to handle

sexual relationships. Circumstances may however dictate

less sex during this period.

	Women who experience this influence will also be

concerned about their body, especially as concerned

blockages preventing spontaneous enjoyment of erotic

pleasures. It pays to take more time in a relationship to

improve sexual contact. More patience is needed in the

warming-up phase, and less focus on erogenous zones.

Many sexual fears about dominance and authority can be

dealt with, and the long-term effect on sexuality can be

beneficial. Sometimes an older or more experienced man

comes into the life now. Both sexes benefit from more

exercise or training through body-building, aerobics and the

like.

Pluto transiting Opposition Mars

01-01-2020 -> 02-11-2022

Very strong tensions will occur in your life in the following

area. Other people will impinge on your life and force you to

adjust.

PROFESSIONAL - DRIVES: Redevelop your strength

This is a time of great personal pressure both on a

professional and private level. In this testing time there will

be a feeling that the odds are against you, perhaps in an

unfair way. Power battles are often unavoidable... and it

seems as if there is some kind of conspiracy. Trade union

issues often come to the fore at this time, for good or ill.

Authoritarian and dominating people (mostly male) will seem

to put you in a vice. The time demands great perseverance,

but you have to know when to draw the line - when to fight
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and when to give up. It is no use continuing an impossible

battle. There is a tendency to overwork - often late at night -

because you can be gripped by a fanatical desire to

accomplish something. There tends to be a fascination with

computers and secret things.

	Undercover issues surface now - anything you want to keep

hidden will surely come up. You will be strongly motivated to

act secretly. Any work situation you cannot tolerate will

change. Either you will seek new work in which you can feel

100% absorbed, or you will make radical changes in your

working environment. There can be interest in social or

political work under extreme situations, as well as the

discovery of psychological or occult talents. There are good

opportunities now to eliminate corruption or pollution

problems. This is a ruthless time which requires strength in

the face of crisis, the ability to cut through, fire people, to

seek a new job, or to give up exhausting power struggles.

PERSONAL - DRIVES: Redevelop your strength

This can be a time of crisis in relationships because a shift

in the balance of power occurs. Women with this influence

will no longer accept subservience in connection with men.

A woman in an inferior position will now fight to establish her

own power. This is the time that a new decisiveness comes

up to the surface under the greatest psychological pressure.

Paradoxically there is a tendency at this time to meet men

with unusual power and sexual magnetism, and to

encounter one's own powerlessness in the face of strong

desires and jealousies. Men who experience this influence

will also encounter power struggles and strong desires, and

will often find themselves under the influence of emotions

they cannot control.

	On a sexual level there is fatal attraction towards tabu

issues and the urge to live out desires which have been

under control for too long. On the positive side this leads to

the discovery and release of new sexual potential, though

the costs can be high.

	There is no astrological influence which gives has a

stronger psychological effect. This is because forgotten

anger and repressions now rise to the surface to be dealt

with by the conscious mind. Therapy is often advisable

during the duration of this transit, and it is a great period for

enhancing psychological insight. As anxiety on a deep level

is dealt with at this time it is a good idea to eliminate fears

by developing a stronger body-consciousness, for example

through learning the art of self-defence, or through

embarking on a gruelling physical fitness programme.

Wisdom

Jupiter In Libra

PROFESSIONAL - WISDOM: Trust your judgement

Your concepts of fairness and principles of justice and

equality endow you with the ability to arbitrate between

people. You see both sides of an issue, and you know what

is in balance, and what is not. As a result people come to

you for advice, and have profound respect for your

conclusions. The potential for success exists in all matters

where you apply your aesthetic judgement - whether it be on

an artistic level, or in connection with human relationships.

You can succeed particularly well in partnership with other

people, and generally you are the one who can smooth the

waters when trouble arises. An instinctive sense of harmony

is an invaluable aid for you, when planning your future. You

can visualise future issues and weigh them in your

imagination, and this capacity leads to many wise decisions.

PERSONAL - WISDOM: Trust your judgement

You were born at a time of increased international

diplomacy. Nationally the spotlight was on cultural and

aesthetic issues. And on a general level it was a time of

positive new trends in human relationships. You are inclined

to build up a wide network of social connections and benefit

from the goodwill of influential friends. With this influence in

your horoscope, you have the capacity to be superior judge

of issues, cultivating values of impartiality and fairness. Your

personal fascination with the ideal relationship can mean,

however, that as far as romance is concerned your

judgement is not always so wise! Love affairs can lead you

astray. Generally though, your talents incline you towards

very rewarding relationships because you are always willing

to view matters from the point of view of your partner and

compromise when necessary. However you will not

compromise when you feel that an injustice is being done -

on matters of right and wrong you have strong convictions.

Jupiter In 1st House

PROFESSIONAL - WISDOM: Gain understanding

In some ways you have a larger than life image, with

considerable intellectual charisma. Generally you will take

an optimistic view of life's challenges, and seek to gain a

deeper understanding of the meaning of your existence.

Professionally you have the ability to motivate others

through your example, especially as regards empowering

others with hope and faith in what the future may bring.

Other may come to you for professional advice, and your

opinions will generally carry weight. Intellectual,

philosophical or religious interests, coupled with a desire to

expand your horizons, may play a part in your career.
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Important journeys can bring profound changes in your

views about life, and work abroad may have appeal for you.

You receive a considerable boost every 12 years of your

life, as Jupiter returns to its birth position.

PERSONAL - WISDOM: Gain understanding

You will have considerable influence on others through your

opinions. At best you can really expand the vision and

understanding of others, but at worst you can be rather

intellectually dominating. You like to embrace broad views

and have little time for triviality - though plenty of time for

humour. You enjoy life and know when not to take things too

seriously. Other people can feel small or even ignorant in

your presence - make allowances for this. You have deep

convictions on a religious, political or philosophical level and

probably enjoy a good discussion. Generally you display a

great appetite for life, are willing to take a gamble and often

ride to success on your unshakeable faith in a benevolent

future.

Jupiter Trine Uranus

It may be difficult for you to discern the influence of this

combination of planetary energies; it is weak and may be

outweighed by stronger influences. Because there is a good

aspect between these two planets, you can expect the

positive consequences to be strong and very creative, and

the negative consequences minimal.

PROFESSIONAL - WISDOM: Exhilaration

This aspect can last for a number of months and have a

strong collective influence. If you harness this influence in

your career you will have a strong idealism both socially and

as far as introducing new methods are concerned. Your

provocative views will be a challenge to the establishment.

You are an internationalist, and wish to concern yourself

with issues that cut across national borders. This can bring

travel to exotic lands and contact with exotic cultures. You

can channel enormous enthusiasm about the future into

your career - for you the path of liberation lies in innovation

and experimentation. You would thrive in an international

organisation, and as you also have strong humanitarian

tendencies you may choose to work in a field which has to

do with social reform or perhaps consciousness-raising.

PERSONAL - WISDOM: Exhilaration

You have a driving need to expand your philosophical

boundaries and this can lead to unusual personal interests

and provocative opinions as regards both personal and

social development. You can have some form of connection

to the New Age movement, and are very interested in

reforms. You will almost certainly embark on dramatic

long-distance travels and experience enlightenment through

new contacts established thereby. In relationships you are

inspired by partners and groups who can share your

untraditional interests. An international group can have a

radical effect on your life. You pride yourself on your

open-mindedness and tolerance - yet you are intolerant of

intolerance. You tend to upset groups with your radical

opinions, but perhaps you could achieve your goals more

effectively by understanding the traditions that lie behind

established opinions.

Jupiter Conjunction Neptune

It may be difficult for you to discern the influence of this

combination of planetary energies as it is not a strong

configuration in your chart. This conjunction shows a fusion

of energies in you. Both the positive and negative sides of

this aspect will be an integral part of your character.

PROFESSIONAL - WISDOM: Expansive dreams

As these planets are relatively slow-moving their influence is

felt most on a collective level. Insofar as you channel their

influence in your profession you will wish to work on the

collective effect of knowledge, the intellect and social

influence. There may be a talent for marketing or advertising

or selling a dream or vision. There can also be a drive to

evangelise on a social, religious or political level. You can

be strongly motivated by altruistic ideals and identify with

some kind of vision or dream that transcends your own

dreams. On a more down to earth level there can be a

talents for dealing with oil and related products - particularly

plastics. There may also be an interest in oceans, the film

industry and anything which enchants on a collective level.

You can be hopelessly overoptimistic - heed realistic advice!

PERSONAL - WISDOM: Expansive dreams

This influence shows that you can be moved by dreams and

visions. There will be some aspect of your life in which you

are touched by something magic that completely transcends

your everyday life. This can bring great happiness, if you

choose to cultivate your intellectual drive towards greater

spiritual understanding through creative, artistic or

meditative interests. At the same time there may be a total

lack of grounding, or a tendency to be completely absorbed

by unrealistic ideas. There are dreamers of dreams who

achieve nothing, and weavers of dreams, who can bring

visions down to earth. Ultimately people will be disappointed

in you, if you are the former. You have the capacity to make

faith and hope guiding lights for your actions.
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Jupiter Sextile Pluto

This aspect is extremely powerful in your horoscope, and

will be a major feature of your character. Because there is a

good aspect between these two planets, you can expect the

positive consequences to be strong and very creative, and

the negative consequences minimal.

PROFESSIONAL - WISDOM: Transformation of beliefs

This influence is often felt more collectively than personally.

This is a combination that shows power in one form or

another: big money, the power of ideology, the law. You will

have very strong convictions and a intense sense of justice,

and as such will often find yourself getting involved in issues

connected with beliefs, righteousness, power and the

misuse of power - especially as far as large organisations

are concerned. Success comes when you encourage

tolerance in yourself, and flexibility concerning your views,

thereby overcome a tendency to be unreceptive to the

opinions of others. Systems of positive thinking can

transform your life.

PERSONAL - WISDOM: Transformation of beliefs

Your beliefs will undergo a profound transformation during

the course of your life. It is important for you to bear this in

mind, as you often defend your convictions with an

compulsive persuasiveness which can be dominating in

personal relationships. You may be aware of an obsessive

need to be right, or a consuming hunger to acquire insight,

and this can be rather exhausting for those closely involved

with you. By resisting the temptation to impose your beliefs

on your partner, and by being open and curious about other

people's opinions, you can attain harmony. You will certainly

develop considerable psychological insight in your life, and

this may benefit you both privately and professionally.

Jupiter transiting Square Jupiter

14-01-2020 -> 09-02-2020

Major irritation factors arise as a result of this influence, yet

if you use this period to initiate dynamic change you will be

able to make dramatic progress in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - WISDOM: Development of insight

As Jupiter represents areas of your life in which hopes and

visions for the future are paramount, as well as the need to

gain understanding and meaning, you can expect an

increase of awareness and activities in these areas now. If

you are motivated by the need for expansion and growth,

then you can expect advances. There is increased focus on

your ability to act on moral values and pursue your

convictions concerning society. This is the time to refine

your judgement and manifest your capacity to guide and

counsel others. If you have a tendency to overestimate

yourself, indulge moral weaknesses or to make premature

judgements, then you will be confronted with this side of

your character now. If self-discipline and a natural

carefulness is a part of your nature however, you can take

advantage of opportunities to expand.

PERSONAL - WISDOM: Development of insight

Jupiter takes 12 years to go around the Sun, so it will return

to its own position at the ages of 12, 24, 36 etc., and

activate itself by major aspect every 2 years. During these

phases of your life you can increase your insight and

understanding, and plug in to that most essential part of

your life which gives you a sense of purpose and meaning.

It is at these times that you can rediscover your joy in

existence and faith in the future. This in turn will enable you

to be fertile and grow. However if you are the type who is

over-confident or immodest, then you will learn a lesson at

this time. Your hopes and visions for the future should be

within the bounds of possibility, and if you do not keep in

touch with the ground under your feet, you lose out in the

long run.

Jupiter transiting Conjunction 5th House

21-12-2020 -> 15-01-2021

PROFESSIONAL - WISDOM: Personal expansiveness

Your larger than life personality can give you considerable

influence in the business world. You know how to make a

good impression and generally have a fine judgement as to

when to take risks or not, especially as regards investments.

Luck is often on your side and this makes you a winner in

situations which require a gamble. You take pride in your

intelligence, but you may be unreceptive to other people's

opinions or over-sensitive when your own opinions are

challenged. You can make a powerful impression on an

audience, and this may incline you towards education. You

have a generous nature and reap considerable recognition

in your professional life.

PERSONAL - WISDOM: Personal expansiveness

A happy and expansive childhood has laid the foundation for

a trusting attitude in life. You have faith in yourself and this

gives you a surplus of energy and enthusiasm to enrich the

lives of others. You have strong appetites - also sexually

and romantically - and this may lead to too much indulgence

in your life. But in general you have charisma and charm,

bringing a spark of joy to the people who you choose to be
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with. You have the capacity and energy to have a large

family, although you will also need to express your creative

energy in many areas. You may be motivated by the urge to

explore personal boundaries through sport or travel.

Jupiter transiting Conjunction 6th House

18-05-2021 -> 28-01-2022

PROFESSIONAL - WISDOM: Daily significance

You have good judgement and executive ability, and have

the ability to create a well-functioning working environment.

This is probably because you spread an atmosphere of

tolerance and optimism about the future around you.

Colleagues will appreciate your buoyant disposition and

considerable insight at work, and you will be well-loved in a

managerial position. Your ability to grasp the main issues

suits you for a position in middle-management in which you

delegate work. You can function independently but it is also

important for you to feel that you are of service to, or in, a

larger enterprise. Career developments will often take a

fortunate turn and may bring travel or an international

environment. You may have a talent for working with judicial

matters - your superior judgement should at least be put to

good use in one form or another.

PERSONAL - WISDOM: Daily significance

Other things being equal, you are a kind and helpful person,

and you know how to get the best out of everyday life in a

relationship. You are efficient when working but at the same

time you know how to create time to relax and enjoy life.

Where other people often get weighed down by daily tasks,

you find enjoyment in them and even gain insight into larger

issues through daily rituals. You are magnanimous in

offering help and caring when you encounter people in

need. You may have a special talent for health matters, and

you are specifically good at harnessing the power of positive

thinking to benefit the mind and body.

Challenges

Saturn In Cancer

PROFESSIONAL - SELF-RELIANCE: Building security

Saturn was in the sign of Cancer in the years 1944-1946

and 1973-75. This was a time of focus on the difficulties of

rebuilding family and national values. There was a sombre

mood during this period. Security and safety were major

issues during these years, and all efforts were concentrated

upon providing support. Insofar as you express this

collective influence in your own career, you will be

concerned with conventional values as regards loyalty,

nurturing and security. You are strongly motivated by the

needs of your family in your professional pursuits, and work

hard to create a secure domestic foundation for your life,

though the security you are striving for proves to be elusive.

You may seek professional security through the extended

family of some kind of corporation.

PERSONAL - SELF-RELIANCE: Building security

Your childhood was affected by a pervasive mood of

struggle and difficulty which may make it difficult for you to

express emotions in a natural or spontaneous way. You

have the capacity to control and hide your feelings - this was

probably the dominant trend in society as regards

upbringing during your early years. In many ways you were

probably asked to take too much responsibility at an early

age, and though this gives you an aura of maturity, you may

feel emotionally blocked. During the course of your life you

will be challenged to come to terms with repressed

emotions. You need to take the risk of showing what you

really feel, without being afraid of being rejected. By building

up a strong sense of emotional self-reliance, you will realise

that you can afford to show that you are emotionally

vulnerable. When you soften up emotionally, people will

reach out to support you.

Saturn In 10th House

PROFESSIONAL - SELF-RELIANCE: Assume authority

Achieving professional success and a respectable status will

be a lifelong goal for which you will strive in your life. You

would achieve success quicker by working a bit smarter

instead of working a bit harder. On your way up the ladder

of achievement you will meet many obstacles - particularly

from older people in positions of power. Instead of being

frustrated, see these obstacles as important tests which

subtly strengthen you so that you will be able to meet future

challenges. It is unlikely that you will experience success in

the first 30 years of your life, but the decisions you make

around the age of 30 will change your professional destiny.

Important career restructuring will take place around the age

of 44 and 52. At the age of 59 it is wise to replace

professional goals with existential considerations. You may

never notice the success you have already achieved,

because you constantly set higher goals for yourself. As a

long-term planner, you must be able to see how this kind of

motivation eventually will lead to frustration.

PERSONAL - SELF-RELIANCE: Assume authority.

You make high demands on yourself, and this is probably

due to early parental expectations which are not easy to live
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up to. If you strive to fulfil other people's expectations, you

may never be satisfied, and you may forget to relax and

enjoy the results for which you have worked so hard.

Relationships suffer from too much emphasis on ambitions.

Success can also be measured by your ability to cater for

and respect the needs of a partner. However, you have a

certain destiny to fulfil, and your personal drive and sense of

responsibility means that you can have considerable impact

on the society you live in. People will automatically respect

you and invest you with authority.

Jupiter transiting Opposition Saturn

14-03-2020 -> 08-12-2020

Very strong tensions will occur in your life in the following

area. Other people will impinge on your life and force you to

adjust.

PROFESSIONAL - SELF-RELIANCE: Expanding the

framework

It is at this time of your professional life that the urge for

growth and expansion confronts the forces of inertia in your

career, or in society. You get to appreciate the power the

establishment has over your life at this time. You are

challenged to examine how you limit yourself and your

future through restrictive systems or a lack of vision and

faith in your abilities. If you can find the balance between

learning from past experience yet allowing a future vision to

inspire you, you may expect solid and steady growth at this

time. It is important to expand within a certain framework

and to accept the limitations imposed by professional

authorities. If you do this you will be an important cog in the

development of your company, or culturally in society.

PERSONAL - SELF-RELIANCE: Expanding the framework

At this time of your life you have the opportunity to loosen

some of the bonds that restrict you, and lighten the load

which weighs you down. This is the time that you have to

adjust the awareness of what is necessary by becoming

aware of the art of the possible. Restricting life patterns can

be replaced or adjusted by exploring new avenues for the

future. Inasmuch as you are hampered by a sense of

insufficiency or inferiority as regards your abilities, you can

gain renewed confidence and faith in yourself now by

defining future goals and working hard to achieve them. You

can build a lasting niche for yourself in society at this time

by laying new foundations for the future.

Saturn transiting Opposition Saturn

04-01-2020 -> 23-11-2020

Very strong tensions will occur in your life in the following

area. Other people will impinge on your life and force you to

adjust.

PROFESSIONAL - SELF-RELIANCE: Adjusting direction

As Saturn takes 29-30 years to orbit the Sun, it makes a

major aspect to itself about every 5 years, and these are

times when adjustments of direction and goals have to be

made. At the age of 29 to 30 however, a major reorientation

is necessary. You have to look carefully at what structures

you have built up in your life and why. If you don't make

changes now, when can you? Are your ambitions your own,

or are you simply fulfilling the expectations of your parents

or of authority figures in society?

	It is essential to spend some time sensing what it is exactly

you want for yourself in life. Cast aside all the unnecessary

baggage which you have accumulated in your efforts to

carve yourself a professional niche in society. Don't worry

about personal status and ambition for the time being, and

don't listen to people who tell you what they think is good for

you. The older you get the more important it becomes not to

waste time pursuing superficial career goals which will be of

no benefit in the long run.

PERSONAL - SELF-RELIANCE: Adjusting direction

All phases of the 30 year Saturn cycle are important,

although the ages 30, 44, and 52 are perhaps the most

significant. These are times when you have a chance to

review the passage of time and assess the unfolding of your

life. Are you satisfied with the direction it is taking? If not,

change it now. Change need not be radical, you just have to

define what it is you truly want to spend time on. Remember

your responsibility is first to yourself. The biggest gift you

can give to others, is to show that you are satisfied with your

own life.

	It is important to weigh the balance between career and

family commitments now. Do not be influenced by what

other people expect of you - only you can know what it is

that you really need in life. The yardstick for decisions at this

time is: Imagine you were on your death bed...what then,

would you wish you had achieved in your life? The wrong

decision now can mean years wasted on unfulfilling work.

Pluto transiting Opposition Saturn

01-01-2020 -> 02-01-2023

Very strong tensions will occur in your life in the following

area. Other people will impinge on your life and force you to

adjust.

PROFESSIONAL - SELF-RELIANCE: Replace antiquated
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structures

Old structures break down and disintegrate now, and after a

rather chaotic period are replaced by new. This can be a

violent process with power-battles, as the old guard

struggles to maintain their position. However the

replacement of the old with the new is inevitable. Old faces

in the working environment move on or are forced out;

systems which have existed for an age are ruthlessly

replaced. There can be conflict in connection with trade

unions.

	Ask yourself in what way have you have allowed rigid

structure and habit to strangle your progress and vision.

Who and what is limiting you? Sometimes the whole house

must be pulled down, before you can start on something

new. At the very least radical reorganisation of work

structures is necessary. Do not hang onto security out of

fear or attachment to personal prestige, but go for change in

the knowledge that new structures will be better.

PERSONAL - SELF-RELIANCE: Replace antiquated

structures

This influence is personal for some people - especially those

with a Capricorn or Aquarius Ascendant - but affects others

on a more collective level. You may be forced to eliminate

the habits and structures which have served to protect you

for many years. Authorities - both in your home and work

environment - have to be unseated so that you can take

greater responsibility for your own life. You have to confront

anxiety about security and accept the fact that growth can

only come when you emerge from the cocoon of fear which

shields you from living life. Power struggles deep within your

psyche make you aware of the transience of the structures

in human existence, the rapid passage of time, and the

inevitable approach of the grim reaper - death. These

processes may be paralleled by actual restructuring and

rebuilding at home.

Originality

Uranus In Gemini Retrograde

Because this planet was retrograde at your birth, you will

have an instinctive knowledge of, and attraction to, the

following traits and activities. You will tend to be introvert in

these matters, and pursue your own individual path in strong

contrast to the path chosen by others.

Uranus In 9th House

PROFESSIONAL - ORIGINALITY: Consciousness change

You may be able to harness an unusual intellectual talent in

your career. You have the capacity to intuitively grasp

intellectual and spiritual truths. Your further education may

have been interrupted or broken off in some way - probably

because you do not have the patience to go through long

periods of training. You learn fast and prefer to teach

yourself - and in conventional teaching situations you tend

to be provocative. Professionally you have special talents in

relation to exotic countries or cultures. You may have a

special teaching skill connected with a rather untraditional

subject. Perhaps you can experience some success

connected with the electronic media, radio or television.

PERSONAL - ORIGINALITY: Consciousness change

You have a bird's eye view of life. Unusual events - perhaps

connected with exotic travels abroad - have brought radical

transformations of your consciousness and led you to

develop some very untraditional opinions about the meaning

of life. In your understanding you see things interrelated on

subtle levels in a way that is hard to explain logically. Your

opinions tend to be provocative and may even shock other

people in some way. You probably functioned badly in

traditional educational institutions, and you have had a

tendency to drop out and pursue your own radical views or

interests. You learn best in an experimental, group-oriented

environment, and you will find excitement and fulfilment

through going to consciousness-raising courses, or through

learning revolutionary mental techniques.

Jupiter transiting Square Uranus

02-03-2022 -> 26-03-2022

Major irritation factors arise as a result of this influence, yet

if you use this period to initiate dynamic change you will be

able to make dramatic progress in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - ORIGINALITY: The future now

This is a time when insight and awareness of the future

should be a force of inspiration and renewal in your

professional life. Expect a dramatic increase in your

horizons - either through long-distant travel and contact with

exotic lands or peoples, or through mind-expanding

activities connected with consciousness growth. Progress in

your career depends on your ability to think in completely

new channels and harness modern methods - both as far as

technology is concerned, but also concerning revolutionary

methods. This is a time of exciting possibilities and great

inventiveness. The urge to be free and uncommitted may

well have to be given priority over personal ambitions now.

PERSONAL - ORIGINALITY: The future now

During this period of excitement and unpredictability, you
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have a strong desire to expand the boundaries of your

consciousness. Contact with foreign lands and cultures can

blow your mind, and experiences on untraditional training

courses or with experimental groups can give you a new

sense of destiny or insight into transcendent aspects of your

life. This is a good time for astrology and New Age interests,

and to meet people who share special interests. So

experiment, take a few risks and loosen your bonds - you

need to allow the unknown and unexpected to happen.

Neptune transiting Square Uranus

01-01-2020 -> 24-02-2021

Major irritation factors arise as a result of this influence, yet

if you use this period to initiate dynamic change you will be

able to make dramatic progress in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - ORIGINALITY: New Age promise

This influence is rather subtle in its effect - its influence is

felt most strongly for those with an Aquarius Ascendant. It is

a time when sudden events can change the direction your

life takes - perhaps because of the intervention of forces

beyond your control. It can be effective for you to make

subtle career adjustments, integrating mass marketing

factors, or new technology in one way or another. You may

be able to tune in to media forces, and harness future trends

to promote whatever is important to you. This is typically a

time when new age interests, and anything to do with

consciousness growth can play an important role in your

future - though there is a tendency to experience a degree

of disillusion in these matters.

PERSONAL - ORIGINALITY: New Age promise

Inasmuch as you feel the subtle affects of this influence, you

will find this period a time of considerable growth, especially

on a spiritual level. It is a good time to harness revolutionary

new methods in the pursuit of transcendent interests.

Clairvoyance, astrology and all kinds of weird and wonderful

things are favoured now. You may however feel that the

promises of those groups you are involved with at this time

turn out to be empty or illusory in the long run. You have a

tendency to go overboard in your search for self-realisation,

losing perspective of its practical consequences on your

domestic and professional life.

Transcendence

Neptune In Libra

Neptune In 1st House

PROFESSIONAL - TRANSCENDENCE: Divine discontent

You are a person with an indefinable aura of mystery and

longing. You tend to drift along as you seek to define your

mission in life, and the litmus test for whether you are going

in the right direction is the strength of your constant inner

feeling of discontent. This feeling is the light which refines

your being and your life-goals. When you find your

professional niche, it will often have a deep spiritual

meaning for you, perhaps connected with helping others in

some way. You can never truly thrive in a profession which

only offers material perspectives. You can feel truly satisfied

professionally when you feel that you are being of service to

others, or living out your higher destiny.

PERSONAL - TRANSCENDENCE: Divine discontent

Although there are times when you are visionary and

inspired, you tend to emanate an aura of dissatisfaction - as

if something is lacking in you life. Other people may feel

frustrated because of their lack of ability to give you

satisfaction. You tend to downgrade yourself and allow

others to superimpose themselves on you. You function

best when you cultivate a caring attitude towards others.

You may be marked by early spiritual experiences which

open a window to your consciousness. This becomes a

driving force in your life-path, and you are driven to strive for

the seemingly unattainable. In partnership matters, you

have to overcome a tendency to be a wet blanket. Romantic

love can never quite give you the spiritual nourishment that

you require, so it is important to cultivate transcendental

interests.

Jupiter transiting Square Neptune

01-01-2020 -> 15-01-2020

Major irritation factors arise as a result of this influence, yet

if you use this period to initiate dynamic change you will be

able to make dramatic progress in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - TRANSCENDENCE: Balloons and

bubbles

You will experience a tremendous stimulation of your

imagination at this time, and this can be used to advantage

if you can harness your fantasy to some creative work,

especially in connection with music, imagery and the arts. If

being realistic is an integral part of your career, take care.

Your idealism and dreams peak at this time, and this can

seriously affect your judgement. Your imagination can be

gripped by great hopes, and you have a tendency to attach

your hopes to a bubble which expands and expands until it

bursts. Inspiration is OK, but make sure that you do not get
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carried away into a world of dreams. Listen to the voice of

reason, and work in stages with verifiable goals.

PERSONAL - TRANSCENDENCE: Balloons and bubbles

If you are a dreamer, this is the time when your dreams take

wing and carry you into surreal landscapes. If you do not

want your hopes to be dashed, you must be aware of your

limits and let yourself be guided by common sense. Great

hopes will often turn out to be illusory, so don't let your

imagination get out of control. However this is an excellent

time for developing your imagination and your visualisation

power. If you choose you can enrich your life with great

spiritual insight, and gain a subtle knowledge about the

nature of reality and the illusion of identity.

Jupiter transiting Opposition Neptune

03-06-2022 -> 20-02-2023

Very strong tensions will occur in your life in the following

area. Other people will impinge on your life and force you to

adjust.

PROFESSIONAL - TRANSCENDENCE: Balloons and

bubbles

You will experience a tremendous stimulation of your

imagination at this time, and this can be used to advantage

if you can harness your fantasy to some creative work,

especially in connection with music, imagery and the arts. If

being realistic is an integral part of your career, take care.

Your idealism and dreams peak at this time, and this can

seriously affect your judgement. Your imagination can be

gripped by great hopes, and you have a tendency to attach

your hopes to a bubble which expands and expands until it

bursts. Inspiration is OK, but make sure that you do not get

carried away into a world of dreams. Listen to the voice of

reason, and work in stages with verifiable goals.

PERSONAL - TRANSCENDENCE: Balloons and bubbles

If you are a dreamer, this is the time when your dreams take

wing and carry you into surreal landscapes. If you do not

want your hopes to be dashed, you must be aware of your

limits and let yourself be guided by common sense. Great

hopes will often turn out to be illusory, so don't let your

imagination get out of control. However this is an excellent

time for developing your imagination and your visualisation

power. If you choose you can enrich your life with great

spiritual insight, and gain a subtle knowledge about the

nature of reality and the illusion of identity.

Transformation

Pluto In Leo

Pluto In 11th House

PROFESSIONAL - TRANSFORMATION: Social reform

You have the capacity to take on many roles in your life,

assuming the professional guise which is expected of you

under any given situation. You may have the ability to work

as a reformer and as such you could achieve a position of

power in a social group of some sort. You believe in the idea

that power corrupts - probably because of a number of

experiences of power misuse in your early life - and this is

one of the motivational factors in your experience of the

social forces in society. You tend to make a little too much

out of conspiracy theories. You have the ability to root out

social corruption, and restructure social organisations. It

should however be said that in this process you have a

tendency to acquire exactly the kind of power you despise

so much. So it is important to guard against dictatorial

tendencies in yourself. You may have a talent for dealing

with groups on a psychological level - and you are quite

fearless as far as emotional confrontations in groups are

concerned.

PERSONAL - TRANSFORMATION: Social reform

Early in life you will have formed strong opinions about the

influence of groups on the individual. This may be

connected with a traumatic experience of alienation at

school. You have a social survival strategy in which you

have a tendency to amputate the bonds between you and a

particular group or friend when under pressure. You

cultivate the attitude that you can survive without them if

necessary, and of course you can - at the price of feeling

even more socially alienated. You often form bonds to

friends who are in deep emotional trouble, and you are very

good at helping them over a crisis. Later, however, these

same friends can disappear mysteriously from your life, or

you can suddenly withdraw because the bond is too much of

a strain. There are a lot of psychological issues here, and if

you sometimes feel that you are up against a world which

has evil intentions, it might pay to work with these issues in

some kind of personal development group.

Jupiter transiting Opposition Pluto

27-01-2021 -> 20-02-2021

Very strong tensions will occur in your life in the following

area. Other people will impinge on your life and force you to

adjust.

PROFESSIONAL - TRANSFORMATION: Power play
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During this period you will be initiated into the use of power

and secrecy in the professional sphere. This may be

because you discover hidden factors, corruption or power

misuse behind some professional facade, or it may be

because you learn to harness your own personal power or

psychological insight in your career. Whatever the

circumstances you may feel a certain anxiety because of

circumstances seemingly beyond your control. Make sure

you are on good terms with legal and financial authorities, or

at least cover your tracks if you aren't!. Big money can be

involved during this period, involving large gains or losses,

so make sure you have the best financial advice.

PERSONAL - TRANSFORMATION: Power play

There is a leap in your awareness of the power of the

unconscious to shape your life at this time. You may choose

to develop your emotional insights by learning more about

psychology in one way or another. If you have any hidden

anxieties or phobias you can expect them to be more acute

or to come to the surface now. Even though this may be

disturbing, there is a unique opportunity to understand the

secret mechanisms of your mind and to eliminate the

negative effect of repressions. You can become the intrepid

explorer of some very dark territory indeed.

Saturn transiting Opposition Pluto

04-03-2021 -> 25-01-2022

Very strong tensions will occur in your life in the following

area. Other people will impinge on your life and force you to

adjust.

PROFESSIONAL - TRANSFORMATION: Bonds on power

This influence may not be felt very strongly, unless you have

strong Scorpio traits. This is a period when you are

confronted with power manifestations in society, and it can

be necessary for you to summon up reserves of strength

and determination to handle situations which seem beyond

your control. Take care in your dealings with police, tax

authorities or underworld characters, as you are liable to

meet people and groups who are in a position to humiliate

you. In professional matters you have to take a closer look

at what goes on under the surface. Eliminate any corrupt

elements, and look more closely at your motivation when

asserting your power.

PERSONAL - TRANSFORMATION: Bonds on power

Though sometimes rather subtle, this influence can release

powerful elements in your unconscious mind. If you are a

victim of emotional states such as jealousy and paranoia,

now is the time to make an effort to deal with them.

Deep-rooted psychological complexes which manifest as

obsessive behaviour will surface now and the more you try

to repress them, the greater power they will have over you.

A sure danger sign is if you start accusing other people of

evil behaviour, or if you feel that you are being shadowed or

persecuted. Inner demons manifest in outer events now, yet

solutions are to be found within your own being. You can

contact archetypal forces now, for example through

shamanism.

Uranus transiting Square Pluto

05-06-2020 -> 04-05-2022

Major irritation factors arise as a result of this influence, yet

if you use this period to initiate dynamic change you will be

able to make dramatic progress in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - TRANSCENDENCE: Unpredictable

power

This influence will pass most people by, unless they have

strong Scorpio character traits. Generally this is experienced

as forces completely outside one's control revealing hidden

flaws or secret affairs in organisations. Powerful and secret

forces in society can impinge on one's career in completely

unpredictable ways now. This is a time of extremism and

violent uncertainty, and allowances ought to be made as far

as plans are concerned. Threats received at this time can

awaken deep anxieties. If you work with computers beware

of viruses and other unpredictable events. This is a good

time for harnessing technological forces to consolidate

power.

PERSONAL - TRANSFORMATION: Unpredictable power

For those who are sensitive enough to feel this influence,

they can expect a powerful awakening of unconscious

forces. This can be a very disturbing event, as you may feel

that you have little conscious control over the deep

repressions that can well up to the surface and dominate

your consciousness. This is a good time for group therapy

and greater psychological awareness. There may be an

interest in archetypal forces such as shamanism and occult

forces, but great care has to be taken with such forces.

Violent imagery can surface in dreams and in waking life,

and perhaps this process should be seen as an inner spring

cleaning in the manner of an electrical storm which clears

the atmosphere.

Destiny

N.Node In Cancer, S.Node In Capricorn
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PROFESSIONAL - DESTINY: Coming home

You live the first part of your life with a profound inner drive

to make an impact in society and win the respect of your

peers. Success can come early, yet the feeling of

satisfaction that success should bring is absent. You come

to appreciate that the need for status or recognition is one

which can never bring you true fulfilment. There is an

emptiness to your ambitions. The flaw lies in unfulfilled

emotional needs which cannot be satisfied when you invest

all your energy into career drives. A career reorientation

which allows you to come into greater contact with your

feelings and intuitions - perhaps in a caring profession - will

bring you into closer alignment with your destiny. This can

mean turning your back on the allures of the marketplace at

a critical age.

PERSONAL - DESTINY: Coming home

The early part of your life is characterised by a rather hard

attitude to getting on in the world. You are probably

profoundly influenced by parental views regarding work,

ambition and success, and feel that you have to live up to

their demands in these areas. As you mature you become

aware of a need for greater contact with the world of feeling

and emotional enrichment. There is a reorientation from the

masculine to the feminine, and this may be expressed by a

new attitude to family, children and the home. Priorities can

change so that there is less emphasis on your goals and a

realisation that your energy is best invested in the family

and your immediate environment. This process can be

heralded by a deepening of your intuitive awareness, which

replaces a previous sceptical or materialistic spirit.

N.Node In 10th House, S.Node In 4th House

PROFESSIONAL - DESTINY: Release from family

As you mature your professional ambitions will assume a

growing importance for you. Perhaps you feel a sense of

destiny as regards career - at any rate you have a role to

perform in society which can have significance for other

people. You will undoubtedly find that you have to overcome

enormous domestic pressures on your journey, but it serves

no purpose to allow these pressures to completely dictate

the speed of your progress. No one benefits in the long run

if you allow family interests to have priority. Your work may

give you a high individual profile and as a consequence you

develop a strong sense of responsibility and awareness of

personal influence.

PERSONAL - DESTINY: Release from family

Parental and family values have a powerful influence on

you, and you may feel a strong desire to centre you life

around home, family and children at an early age. However

these areas can never satisfy you fully. You can only

develop when you tear yourself away from the constant

distractions of family life and define new goals for yourself.

You do your family a favour when you go out into the world

and realise yourself. You will often feel split, and you will

always be conscious of family needs, but this should not

deter you in your search for fulfilment. Family issues will

exert a constant pull on you, but being the traditional

homebody is not your destiny. It is your influence on the

larger world stage that has greatest significance in your life.

Jupiter transiting Square N.Node

13-05-2022 -> 01-02-2023

Major irritation factors arise as a result of this influence, yet

if you use this period to initiate dynamic change you will be

able to make dramatic progress in your life.

PROFESSIONAL - DESTINY: Understanding karma

You can expect an expanded circle of contacts at this time,

with a special emphasis on people who are seeking

influence on a large scale in society. Opinion-makers,

advisers and foreigners can bring a new perspective in

connection with future planning. You may feel that your

destiny is interwoven with some larger plan. Greater

awareness of the direction you wish your life to take can

mean making a few adjustments. Do not let inflated ideas

about your destiny or personal importance lead you astray.

PERSONAL - DESTINY: Understanding karma

This is a time when meetings have particular significance in

terms of karma and your growth as an individual soul. You

may have a powerful experience connected with some

group activity now and gain greater insight into your soul

and your fate as a human being. There is also a strong

tendency to be drawn into a web of spiritual illusions -

though you will surely also have rewarding experiences.

You are drawn to partners who have a deep significance for

you now, for good or ill.
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The Sun: Identity
The sun is the core of 

identity. It represents the 

influence of the father, and 

the struggle for 

individuation in adulthood. 

The sign the sun is in 

shows how we express our 

unique identity.

The Moon: Emotions
The Moon represents the 

unconscious mind, which 

rules 97% of everything we 

do. It is connected to the 

mother, and the need to 

create and nurture home 

and family.

Mercury: Contact
This planet represents the 

mind, and everything to do 

with communication, 

education and travel. The 

sign Mercury is in shows 

our talents and how we 

express them, our interests 

and our skills.

Venus: Values
This planet represents the 

value system and personal 

taste. It is also connected 

with women and sisters. 

Venus shows what we 

desire to acquire and own 

to manifest our taste.

Mars: Drive
This planet is connected to 

sexuality and to how we 

assert ourselves. Mars is 

the fight or flight 

mechanism. It is connected 

with brothers and most 

experiences with men. 

North Node: Karma
This planet shows collective 

forces of destruction that 

bring social transformation. 

In the horoscope it shows 

the area where we are most 

anxious and where total 

change takes place.   

Jupiter: Wisdom
Jupiter represents the inner 

feeling of hope and 

optimism that enables us to 

believe in our future. Jupiter 

shows what we believe, 

how we express these 

beliefs, and how these 

beliefs create our future.

Saturn: Challenge
Saturn shows where the 

greatest obstacles need to 

be overcome. Saturn shows 

the structures of society we 

have to accept and work 

with., and the trials we have 

to meet. 

Uranus: Revolution
This planet shows the 

collective forces for change 

in society and the individual. 

The influence of Uranus is 

revolutionary on the one 

hand, and provocative on 

the other. This planet shows 

where we are unique.

Neptune: Spirit 
This planet shows the 

collective spiritual and 

media influences that most 

affect society. It evokes 

sensitivity and disillusion, 

but also brings spiritual 

transformation.

Pluto: Transformation
This planet shows collective 

forces of destruction that 

bring social transformation. 

In the horoscope it shows 

the area where we are most 

anxious and where total 

change takes place.  

South Node: Fate
This planet shows collective 

forces of destruction that 

bring social transformation. 

In the horoscope it shows 

the area where we are most 

anxious and where total 

change takes place.  

SUN, MOON and PLANETS
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THE TWELVE SIGNS

Aries
Cardinal, Fire (March 21st - April 20th)

Key word: Assertion | Ruler: Mars

Aries types like to be first; they are 

impulsive and easily provoked. They 

thrive on competition. Aries is associated 

with the head.

Taurus
Fixed, Earth (April 21st - May 21st)

Key word: Consolidation | Ruler: Venus

This sign is very stable, immoveable 

almost, and yet very fruitful and bountiful. 

Taurus types are also said to be stubborn 

and materialistic. Taurus is associated 

with the throat and neck.

Gemini
Mutable, Air (May 22 - June 21st)

Key word: Connection | Ruler: Mercury

This sign reaches out to others creating a 

network of communication. Gemini types 

are sociable, gregarious, and full of ideas. 

Gemini is associated with the hands and 

lungs.

Cancer
Cardinal, Water (June 22nd - July 21st)

Key word: Protection | Ruler: The Moon

This sign is motivated by family and 

home-building. Cancer types are 

emotional and they build a protective 

shell. Cancer is associated with the 

breasts and stomach.

Leo
Fixed, Fire (July 23rd to August 22nd)

Key word: Individuation | Ruler: The Sun

The crucial area for Leo is identity - 

building up self-esteem and confidence. 

Leo types are normally proud, dignified 

and very creative. Leo is associated with 

the heart and back.

Virgo
Mutable, Earth (August 23rd - Sep. 22nd)

Key word: Discrimination | Ruler: Mercury

This is the most perfectionist of signs, and 

Virgo types are very conscientious and 

helpful. They worry a lot about work and 

health. Virgo is associated with the 

intestines and digestion.

Libra
Cardinal, Air (September 23rd - Oct. 23rd)

Key word: Balance | Ruler: Venus

Libra is gregarious and friendly, and tends 

to compromise for the sake of peace. 

Libra is associated with the kidneys and 

balance.

Scorpio
Fixed, Water (October 24th - Nov. 22nd)

Key word: Intensity | Ruler: Mars (Pluto)

Scorpio types lead an intense emotional 

life. They are secretive, magnetic and 

powerful, and have a mysterious ability to 

empower others. Scorpio is associated 

with the genitals.

Sagittarius
Mutable, Fire (November 23 - Dec. 21st)

Key word: Insight | Ruler: Jupiter

Sagittarian types are philosophical and 

very frank. They are great travelers, and 

strive to gain wisdom throughout their life. 

Sagittarius is associated with the thighs 

and the liver.

Capricorn
Cardinal, Earth (Dec.  22nd - Jan 20th)

Key word: Achievement | Ruler: Saturn

This is the most ambitious of signs. 

Capricorn types have long-term goals and 

work hard, methodically, and dynamically 

to achieve them. Capricorn is associated 

with the knees.

Aquarius
Fixed, Air (January 21st - February 19th)

Key word: Equality | Ruler: Saturn 

This is the most social of signs - 

Aquarians have an egalitarian and 

humanitarian outlook. They have a 

magical, electric aura. Aquarius rules the 

ankles and blood circulation.

Pisces
Mutable, Water (Feb. 20th - March 20th)

Key word: Dissolution | Ruler: Jupiter 

Pisces types are sensitive and attuned to 

the cosmos. They are compassionate, but 

there is also a sense of being a victim. 

Pisces is associated with the feet and 

lymph glands. 
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The Ascendant - Lifepath
This is by far the most important position 

in the horoscope. It represents you, your 

life and how you occupy the stage - your 

style. Planets placed here dominate the 

life.

The Second House - Resources
This house is connected with self-worth. 

How you feel about your body, your 

assets and talents - and therefore your 

financial status - is reflected by planets in 

this house.

The Third House - Connections
This shows mental abilities and 

experiences connected with education, 

siblings, neighbors and everyone in the 

local environment. The house of travel 

and networking.

The IC of Fourth House - Roots
This shows the family heritage, the 

atmosphere at home, and the ability to 

connect to roots and put down new roots. 

Parents and family are shown here, as 

well as property and ancestry.

The Fifth House - Expression
Planets placed in this house are strongly 

identified with and projected onto the 

stage. This house is connected with 

feeling confidence through creativity, 

children, love and play.

The Sixth House - Service
Planets placed here show the need to 

relate with others via practical issues such 

as work and domestic tasks. This house is 

connected with health and the daily 

environment. 

Descendant (7th) - Relationships
Whilst the Ascendant is connected with 

yourself, the Descendant is to do with 

others. This house shows where we reach 

out and meet people, and form lasting 

relationships.

The Eighth House - Intimacy
This house is connected with life's 

inevitabilities likes sex, death and taxes. 

This is where we feel most anxious and 

vulnerable, and where we confront 

emotional and sexual taboos. 

The Ninth House - Understanding

Planets placed here express themselves 

through insight and understanding gained 

through travel and further education. This 

is where beliefs are formed and 

judgments given.

Midheaven (10th) - Achievement
This house represents crowning 

achievement - your goals and mission. It 

also shows you career and superior 

authorities like parents, bosses etc. 

Planets here achieve success.

The Eleventh House - Groups
This house is connected with your social 

life. It has to do with friendships at school 

and in later life, as well as groups and 

associations, or the social sphere you are 

a part of. 

The Twelfth House - Isolation
This shows isolated places in society like 

prisons and hospitals, or simply living 

away from it all. Planets placed here show 

where inner development takes place 

when feeling alone.
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The Conjunction
 (0 degrees… orb allowed: 12 degrees)

Key word: Fusion

This aspect is in effect when two planets are 

close to each other, normally in the same sign. 

It represents the fusion of planetary principles.

 

The Opposition 

(180 degrees… orb: 10 degrees) 

Key word: Separation

This aspect - when two planets are in opposite 

signs - shows a split or division between the 

needs shown by two planets. There is also an 

attraction between opposites. 

The Square 

(90 degrees… orb 6 degrees) 

Key word: Tension

This aspect occurs when planets are at right 

angles to each other in the chart. It shows two 

needs at war with each other. This brings 

considerable dynamism, but a lot of trouble.

The Trine 
(120 degrees … orb 8 degrees) 

Key word: Harmony

This aspect occurs when planets are a third of 

the circle away and normally in the same 

element. This shows the harmonic confluence 

of needs, bringing happiness and harmony.

The Sextile 

(60 degrees… orb 4 degrees)

Key word: Creativity

If the circle is divided by a six-pointed star, the 

sextile would take place on two of the points 

next to each other. There is both dynamism and 

pleasure connected with this aspect. 

THE ASTROLOGICAL ASPECTS
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